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Abstract. Composite bundles Q !  ! R, where  ! R is the parameter bundle, provide the
adequate mathematical description of classical mechanics with time-dependent parameters. We
show that the Berry's phase phenomenon is described in terms of connections on composite Hilbert
space bundles.
I.
Smooth ber bundles Q ! R over a time axis R provide the adequate formulation of
classical time-dependent mechanics treated as a particular eld theory [1, 2]. Let us consider
a mechanical system depending on time-dependent parameters. These parameters can be
seen as sections of some smooth ber bundle  ! R. Then the conguration space of
a mechanical system with time-dependent parameters can be seen as the composite ber
bundle
Q!  ! R: (1)
In classical mechanics Q !  is a smooth nite-dimensional ber bundle. In quantum
mechanics Q!  is a C-algebra ber bundle or a Hilbert space ber bundle [3].
The following two facts make the composite ber bundle (1) useful for our purpose.
(i) Given a section h of a parameter bundle  ! R, the pull-back bundle hQ over R
describes a mechanical system under the xed parameter functions h(t).
(ii) Given a connection A on the ber bundle Q ! , the pull-back connection hA
on the pull-back bundle hQ! R depends in a certain way on the parameter functions h(t),
and characterizes the dynamics of a mechanical system with time-dependent parameters.
This work is devoted to quantum mechanics with classical parameters where connections
on composite Hilbert space bundles play the role of Berry connections.
II.
Recall that by a smooth composite bundle is meant the composition of ber bundles
Y !  ! X; (2)
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where Y  : Y !  and X :  ! X are smooth ber bundles [3, 4]. It is provided with an
atlas of bered coordinates (x; m; yi), where (x; m) are bered coordinates on the ber
bundle  ! X and the transition functions m ! 0m(x; k) are independent of the ber
coordinates yi.
Proposition 1: Given a composite ber bundle (2), let h be a global section of the ber
bundle  ! X. Then the restriction
Yh = h
Y (3)
of the ber bundle Y !  to h(X)   is a subbundle ih : Yh ,! Y of the ber bundle
Y ! X.
Let us consider a connection
A = dx
 ⊗ (@ + Ai@i) + dm ⊗ (@m + Aim@i) : Y ! J1Y (4)
on the ber bundle Y ! . Given a section h the ber bundle  ! X, the connection A




 ⊗ [@ + ((Aim  h)@hm + (A  h)i)@i] (5)
on the pull-back bundle Yh (3).
Note that, in quantum theory, one follows the notion of a connection phrased in algebraic
terms as a connection on modules in comparison with the pure geometric one in classical
theory. Here, we restrict our consideration to connecions on modules over the ring C1(X)
of smooth real functions on a manifold X [3, 5].
Denition 2: A connection on a C1(X)-module S assigns to each vector eld  on a manifold
X an S-valued rst order dierential operatorr 2 Di 1(S;S) on S which obeys the Leibniz
rule
r (fs) = (cdf)s+ frs; f 2 C1(X); s 2 S: (6)
If S is a module of global sections of a smooth vector bundle Y ! X over a manifold X,
Denition 2 is equivalent to the familiar geometric denition of a connection on Y ! X.
III.
Let us consider a quantum mechanical systems depending on a nite number of real
classical parameters given by sections of a smooth parameter bundle  ! R. For the sake
of simplicity, we x a trivialization  = R  Z, coordinated by (t; m). Although it may
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happen that the parameter bundle  ! R has no preferable trivialization, e.g., if one of
parameters is a velocity of a reference frame.
Recall that, in the framework of algebraic quantum theory, a quantum system is charac-
terized by a C-algebra A and a positive (hence, continuous) form  on A which denes the
representation  of A in a Hilbert space E with a cyclic vector  such that
(a) = h(a)ji; 8a 2 A:
One says that (a) is a mean value of the operator a in the state .
It should be emphasized that, in quantum mechanics, a time also plays the role of a
classical parameter. Indeed, all relations between operators in quantum mechanics are si-
multaneous, while a computation of a mean value of an operator in a quantum state does
not imply an integration over a time. It follows that, at each moment, we have a quantum
system, but these quantum systems are dierent at dierent instants. Though they may
be isomorphic to each other. This characteristic is extended to other classical parameters.
Namely, we assign a C-algebra A to each point  2  of the parameter bundle , and
treat A as a quantum system under xed values (t; 
m) of the parameters.
Remark 1: Let us emphasize that one should distinguish classical parameters from coordi-
nates which a wave function can depend on. Let fAqg be a set of C-algebras parameterized
by points of a locally compact topological space Q. Let all C-algebras Aq are isomorphic to
each other and to some C-algebra A. We consider a locally trivial topological ber bundle
P ! Q whose typical ber is the C-algebra A, i.e., transition functions of this ber bundle
provide automorphisms of A. The set P (Q) of continuous sections of this ber bundle is a
*-algebra with respect to berwise operations. Let us consider a subalgebra A(Q)  P (Q)
which consists of sections  of P ! Q such that the real function jj(q)jj vanishes at innity




With this norm, A(Q) is a C-algebra [6]. One can consider a quantum system characterized
by this C-algebra. In this case, elements of the set Q are not classical parameters as follows.
Given an element q 2 Q, the assignment
A(Q) 3  7! (q) 2 A (7)
is a C-algebra epimorphism. Let  be a representation of A. Then the assignment (7)
yields a representation (; q) of the C-algebra A(Q). If  is an irreducible representation
of the C-algebra A, then (; q) is an irreducible representation of A(Q). Moreover, the
irreducible representations (; q) and (; q0) of A(Q) are not equivalent [6]. Therefore there
is one-to-one correspondence (but not a homeomorphism) between the spectrum dA(Q) of the
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C-algebra A(Q) and the product Q  bA of Q and the spectrum bA of the C-algebra A. It
follows that one can nd representations of the C-algebra A(Q) among direct integrals of
representations of A with respect to some measure on Q. Let  be a positive measure of
total mass 1 on the locally compact space Q , and let  be a positive form on A. Then the




provides a positive form on the C-algebra A(Q). Roughly speaking, a computation of a
mean value of an operator  2 A(Q) implies an integration with respect to some measure
on Q in general. This is not the case of quantum systems depending on classical parameters
q 2 Q.
We simplify our consideration in order to single out the manifested Berry’s phase phe-
nomenon. Let us assume that all algebras C-algebras A,  2 , are isomorphic to the
von Neumann algebra B(E) of bounded operators in some Hilbert space E, and consider a
locally trivial Hilbert space bundle  !  with the typical ber E and smooth transition
functions [7]. Smooth sections of  !  constitute a module () over the ring C1() of
real functions on . In accordance with Denition 2, a connection fr on () assigns to
each vector eld  on  a rst order dierential operator
fr 2 Di 1(();()) (8)
which obeys the Leibniz rule
fr (fs) = (cdf)s+ ffrs; s 2 (); f 2 C1():
Let  be a vector eld on  such that dtc = 1. Given a trivialization chart of the Hilbert
space bundle  ! , the operator fr (8) reads
fr (s) = (@t − iH(t; i))s+ m(@m − i bAm(t; i))s; (9)
where H(t; i), bAm(t; i) for each  2  are bounded self-adjoint operators in the Hilbert
space E.
Let us consider the composite ber bundle  !  ! R. Similarly to the case of smooth
composite ber bundles (see Proposition 1), every section h(t) of the parameter bundle
 ! R denes the subbundle h = h ! R of the composite ber bundle  ! R whose
typical ber is the Hilbert space E. Accordingly, the connection fr (9) on the C1()-module
() denes the pull-back connection
rh( ) = [@t − i( bAm(t; hi(t))@thm +H(t; hi(t))] (10)
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on the C1(R)-module h(R) of sections  of the Hilbert space bundle h ! R.
As in the case of smooth ber bundles, we say that a section  of the ber bundle h ! R
is an integral section of the connection (10) if
rh( ) = [@t − i( bAm(t; hi(t))@thm +H(t; hi(t))] = 0: (11)
One can think of the equation (11) as being the Shro¨dinger equation for a quantum system
depending on the parameter function h(t). Its solutions take the form








where Gt is the time-ordered exponent. The term i bAm(t; hi(t))@thm in the Shro¨dinger equa-
tion (11) is responsible for the Berry’s phase phenomenon, while H is treated as an ordinary
Hamiltonian of a quantum system.
To show the Berry’s phase phenomenon clearly, we simplify again the system under
consideration. Given a trivialization of the ber bundle  ! R and the above mentioned
trivialization  = R  Z of the parameter bundle , let us suppose that the componentsbAm of the connection fr (9) are independent of t and that the operators H() commute with
the operators bAm() at all points of the curve h(t)  . Then the operator Gt (12) takes
the form














One can think of the rst factor in the right-hand side of the expression (13) as being the
operator of a parallel transport along the curve h([0; t])  Z with respect to the pull-back
connection
r = ifr = @m − i bAm(t; i) (14)
on the ber bundle  ! Z, dened by the imbedding
i : Z ,! f0g  Z  :
Note that, since operators bAm are independent of time, one can utilize any imbedding of Z
to ftg  Z.
Moreover, the connection r (14), called the Berry connection, can be seen as a connection
on some principal ber bundle P ! Z for the group U(E) of unitary operators in the Hilbert
space E. Let the curve h([0; t]) be closed, while the holonomy group of the connection r at









is not the identity. For example, if
i bAm(i) = iAm(i)Id E (16)










If (16) is a curvature-free connection, Berry’s phase is exactly the Aharonov{Bohm eect on
the parameter space Z.
The following variant of the Berry’s phase phenomenon leads us to a principal bundle
for familiar nite-dimensional Lie groups. Let E be a separable Hilbert space which is the




Ek; Ek = Pk(E);
where Pk are the projection operators, i.e.,
H()  Pk = k()Pk
(in the spirit of the adiabatic hypothesis). Let the operators bAm(z) be time-independent
and preserve the eigenspaces Ek of the Hamiltonian H, i.e.,
bAm(z) = X
k
bAkm(z)  Pk; (17)
where bAkm(z), z 2 Z, are self-adjoint operators in Ek. It follows that bAm() commute with
H() at all points of the parameter bundle  ! R. Then, restricted to each subspace Ek,
the parallel transport operator (15) is a unitary operator in Ek. In this case, the Berry
connection (14) on the U(E)-principal bundle P ! Z can be seen as a composite connection
on the composite bundle
P ! P=U(n) ! Z;
which is dened by some principal connection on the U(n)-principal bundle P ! P=U(n) and
the trivial connection on the ber bundle P=U(n) ! Z. The typical ber of P=U(n) ! Z is
exactly the classifying space B(U(n)) for U(n)-principal bundles. Moreover, one can consider
the parallel transport along a curve in the bundle P=U(n). In this case, a state vector  (t)
acquires a geometric phase factor in addition to the dynamical phase factor. In particular, if
 = R (i.e., classical parameters are absent and Berry’s phase has only the geometric origin)
we come to the case of a Berry connection on the U(n)-principal bundle on the classifying
space B(U(n)) [8]. If n = 1, this is the variant of Berry’s geometric phase of Ref. [9].
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